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Pitt's ministry in 1796, but still with the intention that they
should remain occasional, and little recognition that they were
becoming permanent.
Pitt himself was at this time full of ambitious but ill-
digested projects of poor-law reform, born partly of humane
feeling, partly of economic principle, and partly no doubt
of that political sense which urged the English governing
class to leave no excuse for an English imitation of the French
revolutions of 1789 and 1792.
So far as concerned those who were able to work, the
central figure in his proposals was the general reorganization
of workhouses under the new name of schools of industry.
These were to be places where a trade was taught both to the
unemployed and to the young, habits of industry inculcated,
and food provided. Or, as we might say to-day, they were
to be both unemployment centres and junior technical schools.
Big families were to be rewarded for what Pitt called their
contribution to the wealth of the country, less by relief in
money in their own homes than by being allowed to send
their children to these schools of industry, without having to
become destitute in order to qualify for admission. But there
were obvious difficulties on which this scheme was bound to
founder. One was the capital outlay which would be required
in the middle of a war. Another was the lack of sufficient
administrative experience. And the greatest was that the
manufacturing processes pursued in the schools of industry
were foredoomed to be carried on at an even greater loss than
in Stuart days, now that the hand labour they were intended
to provide was bound to be undersold by new mechanical
contrivances.
The other side of Pitt's proposals was equally impracticable.
He hoped that those who were temporarily or permanently
unfit to work might be relieved less from rates than from a
parish fund financed partly by their own insurance contribu-
tions and partly by charitable bequests. Yet this would hardly
have been adequate unless all parish charities had been forced
to enter a national pool.

